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GHC Conversations
Annually, Gary Hubbell Consulting convenes
and hosts a small hand-picked group of social
sector professionals for three days of intense
dialogue and critical thinking. We strive to create a
thought-provoking, mind-opening, and stimulating
conversation about the social sector, philanthropy, and
leadership. This deep exploration of the nature and
challenges of the environment is intended to engage,
inform, and inspire senior leaders to be catalysts for
change in their own organizations and communities
of influence. With each GHC Conversation, we seek
to establish the seeds of a continuing and enriching
network that nourishes us as individuals and helps
each of us change how we converse, inspire, and seek
new dimensions of impact.
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Vice President & Executive Director, HealthEast Care System
John Swanholm, Vice President & Executive Director, has been with HealthEast Foundation
since 2003. John serves on the executive leadership team for HealthEast Care System, the
largest health care provider in the Twin Cities’ East Metro area. He previously served
as System Director of Philanthropy and Director of Capital Campaigns for HealthEast
Foundation. John and his team are responsible for all fundraising and grant making
functions of HealthEast through the Foundation.
Prior to joining HealthEast, John served as Vice President for a Twin Cities-based fund
raising consulting firm, where he directed national client services and managed a team of
consultants.
John received a Master of Arts degree in Philanthropy and Development from St. Mary’s
University and a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration from Marquette
University. John is a Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) and serves in a leadership
role with the Association for Healthcare Philanthropy in addition to membership in
several professional and community organizations.

This is John’s first GHC Conversation.
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Brothers Who and Transitional Whats?
John Swanholm

A Case Study in Right Being…Wise Action…In Community
5:52 pm, Friday, Feb. 8, 2013:
I was finally getting some fresh air after a rigorous and challenging week. It was the first
week of our engagement with Gary Hubbell Consulting. “Dad, I think that’s your phone
ringing,” said my 8-year-old daughter. We were bundled up and skating at the local rink.
I unzipped my coat, fumbled around and retrieved my phone from the layers of clothing.
The name “Gary Hubbell” appeared but I was too late to answer. Or did I choose not
to answer? “Who was it?” inquired my daughter. “Oh, no big deal,” I responded with
sarcasm, “I just spent two days with the Brothers Hubbell. They want me and my work
team to become transformational futurists.” “Brothers who and transitional whats?” she
asked.
August 23, 1987:
St. Paul East Metro hospitals with Catholic, Baptist, Swedish Lutheran and German
Lutheran heritages merge to form HealthEast. The declared theme at the time was “Swim
together or sink alone.” While realistic, it certainly was not an inspiring vision.
HealthEast Foundation also is formed through the merger of the four foundations. The
Foundation evolves into a standard development operation with a focus on events, major
gifts and capital campaigns. The bylaws state that all funds raised must be granted within
HealthEast Care System. “Transactional philanthropy” continues as the Foundation “takes
the order” from the system and works to fill it. Buildings get built and programs are funded
in a successful manner for many years and benefit HealthEast.

8:05 am, Wednesday, May 22, 2013:
Here I stand with the system CEO, in front of an impressive group of 40 community leaders
from large business, small business, social services, government and other sectors making
up our community. How did we get here?
The Affordable Care Act, our formation of an Accountable Care Organization and the focus
on Population Health Management were completely reshaping healthcare delivery. In
addition to this significant shift for HealthEast, we also realized the need for a radical shift
from our former Foundation model based on conventional philanthropy. While sufficient
up to this point, we believe it is not sustainable in this new world of healthcare and
philanthropy.
A few months prior, our CEO had challenged HealthEast with a new vision of “optimal
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health and well-being for our patients, our communities and ourselves.” Our leadership
team boldly declared our shift to health and well-being and specifically called out our
communities in addition to our patients and ourselves.
And just as boldly (or naively), the Foundation asked, “so what does this really mean?”
The question was perhaps risky as it put a bit of tarnish on the freshly polished vision
statement. As expected and hoped for, the question was well received and we were asked to
help her figure it out. Enter Gary Hubbell Consulting.
Before assembling this group of 40, we engaged smaller cohorts of community leaders
to help us, through a collective community lens, chart the last 30 years of our health and
well-being ecosystem. We conducted research, interviews and considered our “current
reality” with our “desired future reality.” The question became, how do we “disturb” a
whole community toward sustained optimal health and well-being? The Foundation and
HealthEast embraced scenario planning as a tool to reimagine the future, and that’s what
we were here to do.
After the scenario development we reassembled the group a few months later to develop
and monitor the signals of change. We asked the question, “What signposts indicate our
scenarios may be emerging?” A short while later, we inventoried and mapped the existing
East Metro well-being community assets through a complex social network analysis
software program.
All of this led to adoption of a three-year Foundation strategic plan which includes new
metrics and structure for staff along with a re-engaged Board of Directors currently
developing new roles, structure and goals.
The approach has spread to the system, with senior leadership and the system board
adopting the Neighborhood Strategy introduced by the Foundation.

3:32 pm, Thursday, January 30, 2014
Holy smokes (or perhaps another word was used), I need to get my essay finished and off
to Gary. So now I have to figure out what this previous prattle has to do with Right Being . . .
Wise Action . . . In Community. Quite a bit, I’m coming to find.
Right Being: Historically, healthcare has focused on our internal operations along with
doing things to the community. It’s a tough sector and our employees are committed to
a mission and making extraordinary sacrifices. We know what we’re doing. We’re smart.
We’re big. We have power. This sector is extraordinarily complex and maybe the rest of
the community just doesn’t get it. We were also incented in a much different way, being
reimbursed for sick-care and driving volume to the hospitals. Our being has been as
fixers, not people and teams committed to disturbing a community to optimal health and
well-being.
Today, we are in the early stages of being rewarded for keeping people out of the hospital.
We are incented to focus on the wellness of the population and communities we serve.
These incentives, aligned and implemented correctly, are helping to evolve Right Being.
This was a major challenge in our transformation as we engaged the community to
rebalance the Foundation to “Right Being.” We initially continued to steer our discussions
back to healthcare. Several times I caught myself thinking “why are we talking with these
people about crime and poverty and bike paths and food deserts? And how does this fit
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with our work?” We are consistently tempted with the urge to go solve some problems and
fix things. We are now challenged to “be” in a different way. We need constant reminders
and coaching to see and recognize the community as a whole and our role as a community
asset. Engaging in Right Being and being/doing with the community, instead of to the
community. We are just at the inception of living into “Right Being” but the transformation
is underway and our commitment is declared.
We also must resist the temptation to force our theory of change on other individuals or
organizations. We are now so enlightened and forward thinking, right! And on top of that,
everything is continually changing, so we can never master or control the change anyway.
Right Being reminds us to help others live into this perpetually evolving vision and to have
patience.
This type of commitment inherently involves risk and can be difficult to build into the
culture of a large, busy and traditional organization. Early on our team freed ourselves from
this fear by pledging to act with resolve and without apology. Innovation, experimentation,
wise risk and intentional diversity intersect with each strategy as we grow into Right Being.
Wise Action: A wider and collective community lens has allowed us to understand our
potential role to address troubling social issues and their related impacts on health and
well-being. At times we will take the role of convener and leader; at times follower; at times
funder; and at times no role at all. That’s OK.
Collective action and collaboration with the community, while it exists in small pockets or
specific projects, is not a cultural competency in our organization.
Through the engagement of our community and our new lens, we are realizing that we
possess the resources to have impact in collective action with the community. We are
harnessing all assets of the enterprise, beyond financial, including human and intellectual
capital.
We are hardwired to view some community assets as competitors and found through our
planning process that several other sectors are struggling with the same issues. Our calling
to Wise Action is an iterative process. Not everyone will join us on this journey, and that is a
fact we are accepting.
In Community: Our authentic approach and embedding our enterprise into the community
is slowly changing the dialogue in our community. Internally we heard early statements
of certain areas being “in charge” of the community. It is a struggle for us internally to
understand that no one owns the community (or rather, we all own the community), and it
will continue to be a challenge with our ongoing community engagement initiatives.
In the past, our grant making was 100% internally focused. A goal in our strategic plan
is to invest 50% of our funding in the community. This is a dramatic shift and opens the
opportunity to partner with other community organizations for innovative funding. Some
community organizations are able to tackle issues at a grassroots level and already have the
connections and organization. We need to consider our assets and our role as a health and
well-being enterprise. Perhaps we can partner and provide resources such as grant writing
and reporting capacity. The case for support or investment is being broadened and needles
will be moved through a transformational approach versus our traditional transactional
approach. It is obvious that this is being done In Community.
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4:43 pm, Saturday, Feb. 1
Sent this off to Gary. I wish I had his facility with words and speech, but the bright side is
that my comments are much briefer.
Yes, I am committed to my journey of developing into a transformational futurist. I may
even put it on my business card. And I earnestly answer all of Gary’s phone calls now, too.
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